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Editorial comment
 Editorials offer the opinion of the Herald. The 
editorials are written by the editors, but do not 
necessarily represent their personal views. That is 
why they are unsigned: editorial comment is the 
newspaper’s institutional voice.
 The editors and publishers meet weekly to 
discuss positions the paper may take and how 
those positions will be expressed.
 Most editorials respond to developments 
in the news, but they may also be based on 
independent reporting or discussions with 
reporters to gain information that goes beyond 
what has already appeared in print. Editors 
and the publishers may also talk with 
advocates for causes or experts in a field to 
help formulate opinions or policies. Before 
elections, they meet with candidates for office.
 Most editorials concern local issues, but 
the newspaper may speak out as well on 
national or international questions that are 
part of the lives of our readers. Usually those 
editorials will try to address those concerns 
from a local perspective, since that is what 
we know best and what makes us different 
from the daily newspapers or weekly news 
magazines you read.
 We hope our editorials are forceful without 
being strident and that they may persuade our 
readers to think and act in the best interests of 
the community.

Editorial cartoon
 The editorial cartoons are supplied by a 
syndicate, which represents major cartoonists 
across the country and the spectrum of political 
opinion. They are chosen to provide thoughtful 
or humorous viewpoints on topics of general 
interest. They do not represent the opinion of the 
newspaper or its editors.

 For your information . . .The masthead
 The box at the far left side of the page 
is called the “masthead.” It contains the 
newspaper’s “flag” or nameplate, and the 
lion logo of the parent company of the 
Herald Community Newspapers, Richner 
Communications, Inc. The masthead offers 
basic information about the paper and how 
it functions.
 Brothers Stuart and Clifford Richner joint-
ly guide the business and news operations 
for the 15 weekly newspapers in the Herald 
Community Newspaper group, including: the 
Nassau Herald, serving the Five Towns, and 
Heralds for Baldwin, Bellmore, East Meadow, 
Franklin Square/Elmont, Long Beach, 
Lynbrook/East Rockaway, Malverne/West 
Hempstead, Merrick, Oceanside/Island Park, 
Rockville Centre and Valley Stream.  
 The editor of each paper is responsible 
for the assignment, selection and placement 
of stories, most of which the editors and 
reporters write. The executive editor oversees 
the editorial department staff and the 
editorial content of all 15 newspapers in 
the chain. 
 The production department is respon-
sible for the paper’s design. The advertising 
and art departments produce the large, 
often illustrated, “display” advertisements 
that appear throughout the paper. They help 
clients decide what the ads will say and how 
they will look.
 The classified department produces the 
small ads at the back of each week’s paper 
that are arranged by headings.
  The masthead also lists the paper’s age, 
the names of its founders, its address, tele-
phone and fax numbers and notice that the 
contents are copyrighted.


